














Remember that on the far lefthand side of our page, we see a color palette. Each 
color corresponds to a different type of block. Today, we’ll focus on motion blocks, 
which are BLUE, and control blocks, which are YELLOW. 



There are lots of motion blocks. We’re going to learn about two of them today. 



Play video and say: It may not be obvious but this cat looks different from the one 
automatically in scratch. This one looks like it’s running. 
Video link: https://www.dropbox.com/s/phtjijtlyrkoxig/moveblock.mp4?dl=0



Play video and explain: The turn block allows you to turn your sprite any amount.
Video Link: https://www.dropbox.com/s/fyehw07wxh3erxn/turnandmove.mp4?dl=0



The yellow blocks are our control blocks. You already know one of them: the start 
block. Today you will learn about the wait block. 

The wait block simply codes the sprite to wait a set number of seconds before 
executing the next command. 



Play video and explain: 



Explain: This block allows us to move our sprite to the front or back of the stage. It is 
like on a real stage with a curtain. Your sprite can move behind the backdrop or layer 
for a bit then move back to the front. 



To practice using these blocks, you are going to code a polygon in your student 
slides. 



First, pick a polygon. Remember, a polygon is a two-dimension plane shape that has 
straight sides. Polygons must have at least three sides but they can also have more! 
A circle would not be an example of a polygon but squares, rectangles, and 
pentagons all are!



Open your student slide decks and navigate to this slide. Prepare to code in Scratch 
by pulling over the blocks you think you will need to code your polygon. Think 
especially hard about how many sides it has! That will impact how many blocks you 
need. 



Let’s look an example to help. (read slide) As you prepare to code your polygon, think 
about how many DEGREES your sprite needs to turn to draw the shape. And think 
about how many times it will need to turn to complete the polygon. 



(read slide)



Test your algorithm by reading it out loud to a partner or to yourself. Did you draw 
your shape successfully?



You may have noticed walking forward and turning left are the two repeating 
commands; move, turn, move, turn...This is a pattern. We can use patterns to make 
our work easier, especially when we code.



We also use patterns when we write.



1. Ask students if they can think of any patterns they see in books or stories they 
read (if needed, prompt students with patterns such as beginning, middle, and 
end; characters, setting, and plot; etc.)



Read slide and ask students if they can identify a pattern. Point out that each 
instruction used a sequencing word to indicate that the next instruction was being 
given: First, Then, Next, Last, Finally



These transition words are especially important when we’re giving instructions to 
someone. We call this type of writing, explanatory writing. Explanatory writing….[read 
slide]



We will use this sequence of transition words to help us create our explanatory texts. 



Transition words help us to put our writing in the correct sequence–it’s just as 
important for human readers as it is for computers! 





In a moment, you will navigate to your student slide deck. In the deck is an outline for 
you. You will choose whether you want to write instructions for making lemonade or 
tea. Then you will type you instructions into the graphic organizer provided in your 
slides. Note: You can also give students the option to hand write their instructions. 




